THERMAL INTELLIGENT CROSSWAK EYES
YOUR SAFETY EYES

SR-TICE
THERMAL INTELLIGENT CROSSWALK EYES
The Thermal Intelligent Crosswalk Eyes is a thermal technology
based system that can help people with visual disabilities to
decide to cross pedestrian crosswalks that don’t have traffic
lights. The blind person must use a special cane - or a
smarthphone with an app installed - with a vibration system that
will alert him to the presence of the system.
It will vibrate in 3 different ways: when there are no vehicles on the
road (on both sides), when the cars are approaching and the
pedestrian must not pass and when the cars stopped and the
pedestrian can cross.
To ensure greater reliability, this system also have a thermal
camera that don’t see sun glare responding only to the heat
signature, detecting and giving you 24-hour detection of vehicles
regardless of the amount of light available.

SYSTEM KEY FEATURES

- Sensor + camera in the same housing
- Accurate and editable zone positioning
- IP-addressability
- Reliable operation 24/7, at night and in the most difficult weather conditions
- Effective detection algorithm
- Easy installation - above ground sensor
- Cost-effective solution
- Powered by solar or electric energy

TYPICAL INSTALLATION

Road Stud
Road studs in pavement (SR-45 suggested) - several colors available
Vertical Signs
Crosswalk LED signs
Motion sensors
Thermal Camera
- 24-hour detection, at night and in the most difficult weather
conditions
- Detention over long range and across different lanes
- No need for additional lighting
- Long-range night view - heat signatures of vehicles can be seen
clearly from miles away
- Isn’t blinded by direct sunlight and only respond to the heat
signatures that detect
- Is immune to headlight glare
- See through shadows (thermal sensors see heat, not light)
giving a much more reliable detection solution

